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Abstract: A dynamic topology management scheme in wireless sensor network is presented in 
this paper. It constructs a topology management region around the target by means of mobility 
prediction technology and only implements topology management within this region. All the 
sensors outside this region are turned off. This paper analyzes the performance of dynamic 
topology management and compares the energy consumption of dynamic topology management 
with static topology management through simulation. 
Keywords: wireless sensor networks, topology management, mobility prediction. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) consists of a large number of sensors distributed 
randomly in a geographical region. Each sensor is capable of sensing a well-defined circular 
region around itself called sensing region. Sensors are energy-constrained and difficult to recharge. 
So how to reduce the energy consumption is a key problem in WSN. Topology Management(TM) 
is a common solution to this problem. It only makes necessary sensors active so that the network 
region is just covered by the sensing regions of all these sensors, while the redundant sensors 
periodically turn off their sensing unit and data communication transceiver to sleep. Because the 
sleeping sensors hardly consume energy, the network energy consumption decreases.  

TM is usually static, which means that the TM region is invariably whole network (In this 
paper, we call the region to implement TM ‘TM region’). Whereas in some application scenarios 
such as target tracking, as shown in Figure 1, the sensors far from mobile target can not detect 
target for their limited sensing region or the physical characters of target. The sensing reports 
from these sensors to sink are useless. Because TM region is whole network, static TM needs 
these sensors which can not detect target at all to keep active, which results in extra energy 
consumption. In this paper we present a dynamic TM scheme: Sink constructs a region around the 
mobile target by means of mobility prediction technology and only implements TM within this 
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region. All the sensors outside this region are turned off. As a result of target movement, the size or 
location of this region is dynamic. Dynamic TM only needs necessary sensors around mobile target 
to keep active. So its energy consumption is much less than static TM. Furthermore, in dynamic TM 
scheme, sink is completely responsible for constructing TM region and implementing TM, which 
can further reduce each sensor’s computational load. 
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Sensor which can not
detect target
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Figure 1. Target tracking of mobile object 

 
2. RELATED WORK 
 

In recent years, many TM schemes of WSN are static and distributed. The key problem of these 
schemes is how to find out the redundant sensors within whole network region. For example, [2][3] 
suggest that each sensor should determine whether it is redundant based on the sensing regions and 
locations of all its neighboring sensors. If one sensor’s sensing region is fully covered by all its 
neighboring sensors’ sensing regions, this sensor is redundant. [4] proposes a TM scheme in Ad-hoc 
networks-GAF, which divides whole network region into many grids. Each grid contains a lot of 
sensors and each sensor within one grid can communicate directly with all sensors within 
neighboring grids. Each grid always exists an active sensor and the other sensors within this grid are 
redundant. To balance the energy consumption, each sensor within the same grid acts as active 
sensor by turns. [5] proposes another scheme-PEAS, which is similar to GAF to separate whole 
network region into many sub-regions. To ensure that each sub-region only exists one active sensor, 
each sensor periodically wakes up and sends probing packet to other sensors within the same 
sub-region. If the probing result shows that other active sensors already exist, this sensor is 
redundant. Static TM schemes are suitable for many applications (environment monitoring, forest 
fireproofing, etc.). Whereas in other application scenarios such as target tracking, as a result of 
target movement, TM region is dynamic. Each sensor can not acquire accurate size and location of 
TM region. Distributed and static TM schemes are not suitable for these application scenarios. [6] 
proposes a dynamic collaboration scheme-DCTC for target tracking. DCTC dynamically constructs 
a convoy tree around mobile target to achieve the data transmission between sensors and sink. 
Convoy tree only contains the sensors around the target and these sensors send data to the root of 
convoy tree. Root collects information from these sensors to generate a complete report about target 
and sends this report to sink. DCTC is only concerned about how to decrease the energy 
consumption of data collection. It must resort to other schemes such as GAF to implement TM. We 
will analyze the difference between dynamic TM and DCTC later. 
3. DYNAMIC TM 
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How to construct an appropriate region around mobile target and implement TM within this 

region is the key problem of dynamic TM. In WSN, a single sensor can only detect partial 
information about target. While sink can collect the detection information from all sensors and 
acquires a complete and accurate observation about target. Furthermore, sink’s computational 
ability is much more powerful than sensor’s. So in this paper, we suggest a centralized scheme, 
which means that sink dynamically constructs a TM region and implements TM within this region. 
The whole process of dynamic TM includes three phases: 1) Constructing TM region; 2) 
Implementing dynamic TM; 3) State refreshment of sensors. 
 
3.1. Constructing TM region 

Because target movement is usually uncontrollable, sink does not know the actual trajectory of 
target in advance. Therefore sink must resort to mobility prediction technology to dynamically 
construct the TM region. The construction process is: First, time is divided into many prediction 
periods with equal length. At the end of each prediction period, sink observes target’s current 
location, moving velocity, moving direction and uses these observed information to predict target’s 
possible moving velocity and direction in the next prediction period. Finally, based on these 
prediction results, sink constructs a TM region in the next prediction period.  

The TM region has great effect on the performance of dynamic TM. For example, if the region 
is too large, many sensors far from target but within the region also need to keep active; If the 
region is too small, many sensors near to target but outside the region will be redundant to sleep, 
therefore, sink can not acquire enough target’s information and accurately track target. To evaluate 
the performance of dynamic TM, we first define an evaluated criterion — the Region Coverage 
Coefficient in the ith prediction period — RCCi: 
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The Vi denotes the set of all sensors within the constructed TM region in the ith prediction period. 
is the length of each prediction period. St is the set of all sensors which locate within target’s 

monitoring region at time t, it equals to the set of all sensors which can detect target at time t. St 
contains all sensors whose distances to target are no more than Rs . Here, Rs is called detection 
radius and its value is affected by many factors such as the size of sensing region and the characters 

of target. Because target’s location is variable at different time in each prediction period, is 

the set of all sensors which can detect target during the ith prediction period. If RCCi is large, the 
deviation between constructed TM region and target’s monitoring region is small. It means that the 
sensors which can detect target almost locate within TM region while the sensors which can not 
detect target nearly locate outside this region. Therefore the performance of dynamic TM is fine. 
After defining RCCi, we can further define the Region Coverage Coefficient 
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3.1.1. Mobility prediction 
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There are many research works on the technology of mobility prediction. To predict target’s 
moving direction and velocity rapidly and accurately, we adopt a method called first-order 
autoregressive filter[7] .It predicts the target’s direction and velocity based on the history of target 
movement. This method can ensure that the prediction result is not largely affected by small 
deviation in target’s moving direction or velocity. Furthermore, it can converge rapidly to target’s 
new direction or velocity[7]. Following is detailed process of mobility prediction: Suppose that sink 

observes target’s moving velocity at t moment  and target’s moving direction at t moment . 

Sink predicts target’s moving velocity at t moment and target’s moving direction at t moment

tV tD

tV tD . 

Sink predicts target’s moving velocity and direction at t+1 moment 1tV + and 1tD + , respectively. 

Then following recurrence relations exist among these variables: 
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,α β are smooth factors of autoregressive filter. and are prediction errors of target’s moving 

velocity and direction at t moment, respectively. c is a constant factor between 0 and 1. 

tEV tED

tVδ and tDδ are the averages of the past square prediction errors in velocity and direction at t 

moment, respectively. They can be expressed as follows: 
2

1 (1 )t tV cEV c Vtδ δ+ = + −                2
1 (1 )t tD cED c Dtδ δ+ = + −               ( 4 ) 

According to upper recurrence relations, after acquiring the historical prediction result and the 
observed moving velocity and direction of target at t moment, sink can predict the target’s moving 
velocity and direction at t+1 moment.   
3.1.2. Constructing TM region 
 According to the predicted moving velocity and direction, sink can construct a TM region. 
Following is detailed construction method: At the end of the i-1th prediction period, sink predicts 

the target’s moving velocity and direction in the ith prediction period andiV iD , respectively. If 

prediction period’s length is short enough, the target’s moving velocity and direction during each 
prediction period will be approximately constant. Therefore, target approximately moves with 

constant velocity and constant direction iV iD during the ith prediction period. The trajectory of 

target’s movement approximates to a straightline. The angle between this straightline and horizontal 

axis is iD and the length of this straightline is iV TΔ . As shown in Figure 2, because only the sensors 

whose distances to target are no more than Rs can detect target, we nearly believe that all sensors 
which can detect target during the ith prediction period locate within a rectangular region with 
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length and width 2iV T RΔ + s 2 sR . Considering the prediction errors, this rectangular region is 

likely to deviate from the actual target’s monitoring region. In order to get a large RCCi, sink needs 
to compensate for this deviation. Therefore, sink extends this rectangular region by a few areas. The 
extending areas’ size is determined by the prediction errors. Finally, sink constructs following 
rectangular region to be the TM region in the ith prediction period: 

1( 2 2 )× 1(2 2 )s c iR R ED−region i s c iS V t R R EV −= Δ + + +                             ( 5 ) 

regionS denotes the final TM region. Its length is  and its width is 12 2i s cV t R R EV −Δ + + i

12 2s c iR R ED −+ . The angle between  and horizontal axis is regionS iD . 1c iR EV −  and 1c iR ED − are 

used for calculating the extending areas’ size. cR is a constant factor.  and 1iEV − 1iED − are the 

prediction errors of target’s moving velocity and direction in last prediction period, respectively. 
The larger these prediction errors are, the more areas sink needs to extend to get a large RCCi. The 
final constructed TM region is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. TM region in the ith prediction period     Figure 3. Minimal Weighted Set Cover 
 
3.2. Implementing dynamic TM 

After constructing the TM region, sink implements TM within this region. It equals to find out 
the set of active sensors within TM region and make other redundant sensors sleep. Because TM 
region is constructed by sink, each sensor can not acquire the accurate location and size of this 
region. So distributed algorithms are unsuitable for dynamic TM. In this paper we suggest a 
centralized algorithm implemented by sink. As shown in Figure 3, there are n sensors distributed 
randomly within a TM region and each sensor’s sensing region is a planar circle. These sensors’ 
sensing regions exist overlap. The TM region’s boundary and all these sensors’ sensing regions 

divide whole TM region into m disjointed sub-regions denoted as ,…… . The union of these 1e me
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sub-regions is TM region: { }1,.....,region mS e e= . The section of any sensor’s sensing region which 

locates within , namely , is the subset of . For example, regionS iS regionS { }1 1 2 6 7, , , regionS e e e e S= ⊂ . 

Each corresponds to a sensor. F is the union of all these subsets: iS { }1,...., nF S S= . The TM 

region is fully covered by F : . Any element in set F has its weight , it equals 

to the reciprocal of sensor’s residual energy: 

1

n
i regioi

F S S
=

= =U n ic

1ic E= ri . Now sink transforms the TM problem into 

a Minimal Weighted Set Covering problem (MWSC). MWSC is to find an optimal subset f of set F. 

f can fully cover and each element is not fully covered by other elements in f. Furthermore, the 

sum value of all elements’ weights in f is the least in any subset of set F. Then the sensors 
corresponding to the elements in f will be active sensors while the sensors corresponding to the 
elements in F-f will be redundant sensors. The essential of MWSC is to find minimal active sensors 
to fully cover the TM region. Furthermore, these active sensors have much residual energy. Because 
MWSC’s mathematical definition and solution have already been described in other related papers, 
we do not describe it again in this paper. 
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Figure 4. Dual-channel solution 
 
3.3. State refreshment of sensors 

At the end of each prediction period, after implementing TM, sink needs to refresh each 
sensor’s state. The state refreshment means that sink broadcasts the result of TM to each sensor and 
notifies each sensor its future state in next prediction period. If a sensor is notified to be active state, 
it will turn on its sensing unit and data communication transceiver in next prediction period; If a 
sensor is notified to be inactive (sleep) state, it will turn off its sensing unit and data communication 
transceiver to sleep in next prediction period. In order that the broadcasting does not interfere with 
the data transmission from sensors to sink, we suggest a dual-channel solution. As shown in Figure 
5, each sensor is equipped with another transceiver except for the data communication transceiver. 
This transceiver operates on a low power channel and periodically wakes up at the end of each 
prediction period. Sink implements state refreshment by periodically broadcasting ‘state 
refreshment message’ to all sensors on this low power channel at the end of each prediction period. 
The ‘state refreshment message’ only contains the simple active or sleep state of each sensor. The 
transceiver operating on low power channel turns on to receive ‘state refreshment message’ only at 
the end of each prediction period, while at other times it turns off. Therefore, it is energy-efficient. 
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Equipping this transceiver has little effect on network energy consumption. 
 
3.4.  Multiple targets tracking 

The above dynamic TM scheme is mainly suitable for the scenario of single target tracking. If 
there are multiple targets coexisting in network, sink needs to construct different TM regions for 
different targets. When sink implements TM for one target, some new targets possibly enter into 
network. Therefore, to implement TM for the targets which newly enter into network, sink needs to 
know at any moment whether a target enters into network. So in the scenario of multiple targets 
tracking, except for the active sensors within TM region, all sensors locating at the edge of network 
need to keep active again. They are responsible for detecting whether a new target enters into 
network and sending the detect results to sink. 
 
3.5.  Difference between dynamic TM and DCTC scheme 
 The DCTC scheme proposed in [6] is a sensor collaboration scheme for target tracking. It 
dynamically constructed a convoy tree around the target to achieve the data transmission between 
sensors and sink, which is somewhat similar to dynamic TM scheme. But DCTC exists following 
disadvantages as compared with dynamic TM scheme.  
1) DCTC scheme is mainly concern about how to construct a convoy tree around target but not 

about how to implement TM within the region around target. All sensors which locate within the 
region around target need to keep active. Therefore, many redundant sensors around target are 
also active. It results in extra energy consumption. 

2) DCTC scheme relies on GAF[4]. GAF is a static TM scheme. GAF divides the whole network 
region into many grids. Each grid always exists one active sensor even if the grid is far from 
target. It results in the sensors within the grids far from target keeping active even if they can 
not detect target at all. 

3) In DCTC, the expansion, pruning and reorganization of convoy tree are implemented by 
broadcasting a lot of control messages among sensors. The overhead of broadcasting control 
messages is very high. While in dynamic TM, sensors’ state refreshment is implemented only by 
adding a transceiver which operates on low power channel. Sensor only receives simple state 
(active or sleep) notification from sink and needs no broadcast messages. 

4) GAF itself also exists overhead. This additionally increases the complexity of DCTC. 
In sum, the energy consumption of dynamic TM is less than DCTC. We will further testify it 

through simulation. 
 
4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND SIMULATION 
 
4.1. Simulation model 

We construct a simulation platform and the simulation code is written in C language. We 
simulate some scenarios of target tracking. For simplicity of comparison with DCTC scheme, many 
simulation parameters refer to the parameters in [6]: The whole network region is a square of 500m 
by 500m. There are 1500 sensors distributed randomly within this region. Sink locates at the low 
right corner of this region. Each sensor’s data communication range is 40m and the radius of its 
sensing region is 20m. The target’s detect radius Rs is 50m. The constant factor Rc＝Rs/4 and c=0.3. 
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The length of each sensing report is 100 Bytes. The energy consumption of data transmission is 
calculated according to the model in [8]. The simulation time of each scenario is 25 seconds. 
 To simulate the target movement, we use a mobility model similar to [7]. In this model, we 
consider the following characteristics of moving target: Target moves toward sink from the location 

whose coordinate is (50m ,50m). A random factor fR is used to define the proportion of the mobile 

movements that are purely random. Therefore, a mobile target will move with constant velocity and 

direction with probability 1 fR− . On the other hand, with probability fR , the mobile target moves 

with random velocity and direction. By changing the random factors, it is possible to exhibit a wide 
range of mobility patterns. The random velocity or direction is acquired by taking a random value 
from some varying range of velocity or direction, respectively. In this paper the varying range of 
velocity is 0～Vmaxm/s(Vmax is the target’s maximal moving velocity) and the varying range of 

direction is30 (the angle between moving direction and horizontal axis). 60o o

      
Figure 5. Comparison of energy consumption   Figure 6(a). Relation between prediction errors 

and random factor 
4.2. Simulation result 

We compare the energy consumption of dynamic TM with other related schemes through 
simulation. We also analyze the performance of dynamic TM and the prediction errors of mobility 
prediction.  

1) Comparison of energy consumption: In this scenario, we respectively analyze the network 
energy consumption of dynamic TM, static TM and DCTC scheme when a mobile target moves 

with different maximal velocity(random factor fR ＝0,0.6,1). The simulation result is shown in 

Figure 5. As shown in this Figure, the energy consumption of dynamic TM is minimal. The reason 
is that only the necessary sensors around target need to keep active in dynamic TM, while the 
redundant sensors around target and the sensors far from target sleep. Therefore, its energy 
consumption decreases greatly. In static TM, all necessary sensors within whole network region 
need to keep active whether it is far from target. Furthermore, when these sensors send data to sink, 
they do not adopt any energy efficient data collection scheme as DCTC. Therefore, the energy 
consumption of static TM is maximal. In section 3.5, we have already analyzed that the energy 
consumption of dynamic TM is less than DCTC. The simulation result further testifies it. Except for 
the comparison of energy consumption, the simulation result also shows that the energy 
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consumption of dynamic TM decreases a little as the target’s velocity increases. The reason is that if 
target moves more quickly, it will be closer to sink and the sensors around target will send data to 
sink through fewer hops. Therefore, the energy consumption of data transmission between sensors 
and sink decreases. 

2) Prediction errors of mobility prediction: In this scenario, we study the factors which affect 
the prediction errors of mobility prediction (velocity prediction and direction prediction) in dynamic 

TM. First, random factor fR affects prediction errors and the relation between them is shown in 

Figure 6(a). This figure shows that the larger fR is, the more randomly target moves and the more 

difficult mobility prediction is. Therefore, the prediction errors increase with fR . Secondly, the 

prediction period’s length affects prediction errors and the relation between them is shown in Figure 

6(b). This figure shows that when random factor is constant ( fR =0.6), the shorter prediction 

period’s length is, the more frequent mobility prediction is and the more information about target’s 
historical movement sink can acquire. Therefore, the prediction errors decrease with shortening 
prediction period’s length. But at the same time shortening prediction period’s length will increase 
the computational load of sink and the frequency of sensors’ state refreshment. It will result in extra 
cost. So there is a tradeoff between prediction period’s length and computational load. 

    
Figure 6(b). Relation between prediction errors      Figure 7. Relation between RCC and 

    and prediction period’s length             target’s maximal moving velocity 
3) Performance of dynamic TM: In this scenario, we study the relation between RCC and 

target’s maximal moving velocity. The target moves with three different random factors, 

respectively: fR =0, fR =0.6 and fR =1. When fR =0, the target’s moving velocity or direction 

remains constant and the prediction errors of mobility prediction do not exist. Therefore, the TM 

region is fully covered by target’s monitoring region and RCC is constantly 100%. When fR ≠0, 

prediction errors exist and the TM region is likely to deviate from target’s monitoring region. 
Furthermore, this deviation increases with prediction errors. Because prediction errors increase with 
random factor as just shown in Figure 6(a), this deviation increases with random factor. According 
to (1), RCC decreases with this deviation increasing. Therefore, RCC decreases with random factor 
increasing. At the same time, when the target’s moving direction is mispredicted, a larger moving 
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velocity results in a larger deviation between TM region and target’s monitoring region. Therefore, 
RCC decreases with target’s moving velocity increasing. These have been verified by Figure 7. 

From above analysis and simulations, we can draw a conclusion: The performance of dynamic 
TM is closely related to the target’s mobility pattern. The more regularly target moves or the more 
slowly target moves, the better the performance of dynamic TM is. 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we propose a dynamic TM scheme for target tracking. Traditional static TM 
implements TM within whole network region. Many sensors need to keep active even if they can 
not detect target at all. It results in the waste of energy. While dynamic TM only implements TM 
within a TM region whose size or location is dynamic. Many sensors outside this region sleep. 
Therefore, the energy consumption of dynamic TM is much less than static. The dynamic TM 
proposed in this paper is a centralized scheme implemented by sink. First, sink periodically predict 
the target’s moving velocity and direction. Then, sink constructs a TM region by means of the 
prediction result and implements TM within this region. Finally, sink broadcasts the result of TM to 
each sensor in the form of ‘state refreshment message’ on a low power channel. Simulation results 
show that dynamic TM consumes less energy than static TM or DCTC scheme, and the 
performance of dynamic TM is closely related to target’s mobility pattern and prediction period’s 
length. 
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